Aqua Stripe Blanket

Designed by Denice Johnson

LOOM: Afghan Loom

YARN: Vanna’s Choice in Aquamarine (5 skeins) 170 yards. Vanna’s Choice in Pale Grey (5 skeins) 170 yards

NOTIONS: Knit hook, sewing needle.

GAUGE: 22 stitches and 48 rows = 7

SIZE: 42” x 50”

ABBREVIATIONS

Ewk= ewrap knit stitch
P= purl stitch
Sk1= skip 1 stitch

Lace Stitch

This lace stitch is worked over 2 pegs, then repeated for row.
- ewrap and knit over peg 1
- ewrap and knit over peg 2
- move the stitch from peg 2 and place above the stitch on peg 1
- knit the bottom stitch over top stitch
- place working yarn in front of peg 2

NOTES

- Pattern is worked single knit, worked as a flat panel.
- The blanket will have two wavy edges, it will not be a perfect rectangle.
- Skip the first stitch of every row to create a nice even edge.

INSTRUCTIONS

In Aquamarine color, cast on 197 pegs using ewrap cast on.

Row 1: sk1, purl row
Row 2: sk1, ewrap knit row
Work rows 1&2 for a total of 7 rows, end on purl row.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 8: sk1, work lace stitch(97 x), end on ewk2
Row 9: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 8 & 9 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 16: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 17: sk1, purl row

Work rows 16&17 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 24: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 25: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 24&25 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 32: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 33: sk1, purl row

Work rows 32&33 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 40: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 41: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 40&41 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 48: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 49: sk1, purl row

Work rows 48&49 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 56: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 57: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 56 & 57 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 64: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 65: sk1, purl row

Work rows 64 & 65 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 72: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 73: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 72 & 73 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 80: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 81: sk1, purl row

Work rows 80 & 81 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 88: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 89: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 88 & 89 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 96: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 97: sk1, purl row

Work rows 96 & 97 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 104: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 105: sk1, ewrap knit row
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Work rows 104 & 105 for a total of 8 rows.
Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 112: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 113: sk1, purl row
Work rows 112 & 113 for a total of 8 rows.
Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 120: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 121: sk1, ewrap knit row
Work rows 120 & 121 for a total of 8 rows.
Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 128: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 129: sk1, purl row
Work rows 128 & 129 for a total of 8 rows.
Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 136: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 137: sk1, ewrap knit row
Work rows 136 & 137 for a total of 8 rows.
Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 144: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 145: sk1, purl row
Work rows 144 & 145 for a total of 8 rows.
Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 152: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 153: sk1, ewrap knit row
Work rows 152 & 153 for a total of 8 rows.
Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.
Row 208: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 209: sk1, purl row

Work rows 208 & 209 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 216: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 217: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 216 & 217 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 224: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 225: sk1, purl row

Work rows 224 & 225 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 232: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 233: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 232 & 233 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.

Row 240: sk1, ewrap knit row
Row 241: sk1, purl row

Work rows 240 & 241 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Aquamarine, tie on Pale Grey.

Row 248: sk1, work lace stitch(97x), end on ewk2
Row 249: sk1, ewrap knit row

Work rows 248 & 249 for a total of 8 rows.

Cut Pale Grey, tie on Aquamarine.